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something of a paradox that Turner, who from this volume appears to be virtually 
innocent offamiliarity with recent Continental European philosophy (characteris-
tically, for example, his own reference to Habermas is to an essay by the latter 
that was published in London in an anthology edited by Emmett and MacIntyre), 
advances a perspective that is just about as radically antithetical to the still 
dominant one on the nature of morality as it is possible to imagine. 
Clearly, he goes much too far if one takes him literally. To demonstrate just 
why his central thesis on Marxism and morality, as he states and explicates it, 
is indefensible would require a detailed discussion for which there is insufficient 
space in a brief critical review. To begin with, contrary to the Turnerian assertions 
that I cited in the previous paragraph, the question of what "morality" means is 
partly "a matter of words," a question of "stipulation," as I expressed it, as well 
as being partly a matter of substance; and to call the view that Kant and even 
Turner's bere noire, R. M. Hare, to say nothing of the thousands of thinkers in 
between them within this broad tradition, were doing morality "an error of 
substance" is to rewrite the history of thought (which rightly identifies many 
important continuities between Aristotle and Kant, Aristotle and Hare, etc.) more 
violently than even the most dedicated deconstructionist has envisioned in his 
or her wildest dreams. But Turner should not always be read very literally. What 
he intends to convey through his argument that "morality is Marxism" is, I 
repeat, a prophetic sense of extreme outrage-born in large measure from a 
Christian vision, the various contemporary institutionalizations of which continue 
hypocritically to support what they are in principle committed to oppose-at the 
systematic injustices that are ingredient in capitalism; it is these injustices that 
Marxist theory, as the radically critical perspective par excellence on capitalism, 
has most comprehensively described. Understood (somewhat reconstructed, 
perhaps, if one prefers) in this way, Turner's viewpoint is one that I share. 
A Worldly Spirituality: The Call to Take Care of the Earth, by Wesley Granberg-
Michaelson. San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1984 Pp. xiv and 210. $12.95. 
Reviewed by PAUL FABER, Fort Hays State University. 
"Sin, salvation, service." When I was growing up, the pastor of my family's 
church was fond of alliterative triads. This triad was his way of describing the 
entire message of Christ; it could be used, however, to describe A Worldly 
Spirituality by Wesley Granberg-Michaelson as well. 
Granberg-Michaelson is known, at least by name, to many in the evangelical 
community. He spent eight years as the chief legislative assistant to Senator 
Mark Hatfield, and he has written for periodicals such as The Other Side and 
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Sojourners. According to the information on the book jacket, Granberg-
Michaelson is currently the president of the New Creation Institute in Missoula, 
Montana. 
Many books that address environmental and bioethical problems-as does this 
one-are "how to" books. Or, to use the sibilant I mentioned above, they are 
"service" books, books showing us how to clean up water pollution or cook with 
rice. Granberg-Michaelson makes mention of such activities, but his main con-
tribution lies in his going beyond lists and descriptions of service activities to 
put forward a "theology of environmentalism," an account of "sin" and "salvation" 
as well as "service." 
Some of Granberg-Michaelson's work is not original, as I am sure he would 
admit. He begins with a section entitled "The Peril: Creation Destroyed," and 
some of this section relies heavily on research about the state of the world 
previously published. Of course, collecting all of the relevant information in one 
relatively concise collection of data is in itself a service. Much of Granberg-
Michaelson's work here is worthwhile and even striking, but a bit later in this 
section he offers a five-page history of Western thought as it bears on our 
understanding of the relation between man and nature, and this history is of 
more dubious value. Sometimes a subject demands an extensive treatment or 
else none at all, and his history of philosophy is one of those subjects. Of a little 
more value is his brief treatment of contemporary Christian thought and the 
environment. Quite near the end of this "Creation Destroyed" section of the 
book, Granberg-Michaelson makes a couple of points that are revealing of his 
own background and descriptive of his purpose in A Worldly Spirituality: 
Like many classified by the media as "radical evangelicals," I had been 
deeply influenced by streams of Barthian thought, particularly con-
cerning the Christian's relationship to culture, to the state, and to politics. 
Theologians like Jacques Ellul, William Stringfellow, and John Howard 
Yoder-all of whom resonate with Barth on such issues-had been my 
own mentors. . .. (p. 48) 
But the theology that has been most helpful to me and many others on 
these pressing social and political concerns seems seriously handicapped 
in dealing with the danger of ecological catastrophe. (p. 49) 
The "radical againstness," as one might say, of the people of God as understood 
by those in the Barthian tradition seems to have left us without a way of 
appreciating the unity of man with creation. It is Granberg-Michaelson's aim to 
develop a theology that will do justice to this God-intended unity. 
Granberg-Michaelson's theology is, of course, not developed to the extent of, 
say, Barth's Church Dogmatics. Nevertheless, Granberg-Michaelson does some 
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interesting work in both Biblical exegesis and systematic theology in A Worldly 
Spirituality. In his exegesis he seems to accept the work of conservative form 
critics. He certainly accepts the Bible as the inspired word of God, but at the 
same time the form of the texts indicates something of the time, historical 
circumstance, and thereby the purpose of the text. For example, Granberg-
Michaelson ascribes the opening chapter of Genesis to the time of the Babylonian 
exile and then draws out the teaching of the passage for ancient Israel and 
contemporary Christians: 
... we need to simply recognize that account as addressed initially to 
a people who had experienced exile-a people removed from the struc-
tures of religious, social, and political secularity and now surrounded 
by the claims of foreign gods and religions .... 
To such a people-then and today--Genesis I proclaims God as the 
Creator and Ruler of the world. And it announces that this God can be 
trusted. That trust begins with an understanding of the world as God's 
good and weB-ordered creation. (p. 59) 
His Biblical exegesis, therefore, uses methods not all Christians will accept. But 
given this method, Granberg-Michaelson's exegesis of this and other passages 
is often convincing, clear, and exciting. (A noteworthy exception to his general 
practice of arguing convincingly, in my judgment, is his argument for rejecting 
the doctrine of creation ex nihilo.) 
Those of various particular confessions may, of course, find points of Granberg-
Michaelson's systematic theology with which to disagree, but these separate 
points are too many to cover in this review. There is, however, one major 
conceptual point on which Granberg-Michaelson is unclear or confused. Although 
it is quite clear that it is better not to pollute water than to pollute it and so on, 
it is not clear at all just what man must do to treat the world as a partner in 
"shalom," in the peace and harmony for which the world was created. For 
example, in one passage, Granberg-Michaelson tells of Benedictine monasteries 
and seems to approve of their practices and outlook: 
... Benedictine monasteries demonstrated the union of spirituality with 
a new vision of creation ... Benedictine monasteries were often models 
in the Middle Ages of a restored and fruitful relationship between 
humanity and creation. One task of the monastery was to cultivate its 
grounds, which were usually in remote locations, into abundant gardens 
and fields. These patches of creation, in their view, were being won 
back to God, and this was a part of their spiritual calling. (p. 127) 
But why is cultivating ground a good thing? Why is producing food for human 
consumption superior to leaving the ground untouched? In the plains states, 
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where I live, there are two very different ways of keeping the weeds out of the 
wheat and milo crops. The traditional practice is to till the soil, turning it over 
and breaking it apart, thereby uprooting the weeds. But tilling the soil allows 
moisture to escape from the soil and makes it more susceptible to wind erosion. 
On the other hand, no-till farming is now a technological and economic possibil-
ity. No-till farmers use chemicals alone to kill the incipient weeds. Which is 
treating the soil and the creation with more respect? Even if neither practice is 
ideal, which is closer? From Granberg-Michaelson's work I cannot tell. 
One cannot, of course, expect any single work to answer all one's questions. 
And Granberg-Michaelson's A Worldly Spirituality does not answer all the ques-
tion it raises. But it admirably succeeds in beginning a theology of creation and 
ecology that is in many ways consonant with the Barthian tradition of the new 
evangelicals. 
